Dear [Name]


Thank you in advance,

Best Regards,

Dear Vice-President Dombrovskis

I am writing to you on behalf of Investor AB, the largest industrial holding company in Northern Europe which is a long-term shareholder in a number of global public companies including SEB Bank, Nasdaq OMX, Electrolux, SAS Airlines, ABB, Atlas Copco, AstraZeneca and Ericsson.

Investor AB will be in Brussels on the 8th and 9th of February and they would very much appreciate the opportunity of having a short meeting with you. Investor AB is a firm supporter of effective regulation to ensure sound supervision and governance of the financial sector, which a particular interest in Corporate Governance regimes. In addition to this, they would be appreciate discussion on recent Prudential Risk Reduction Package (CRD V et al), Capital Markets Union, Sustainable/Green Finance, access to risk capital and encouraging long-term investment in Europe.

We will follow up with your office to inquire whether a meeting will be possible and thank you in advance for your consideration of this invitation. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like any further information.

Best Regards,

On behalf of Investor AB
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